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About This Content

This optional upgrade is only for people who bought 3DMark before January 8, 2019.

To run these tests, you must have the Windows 10 October 2018 Update and a graphics card with drivers that support
Microsoft DirectX Raytracing. Please read the System Requirements section below before buying this upgrade.

Port Royal benchmark

3DMark Port Royal is the world’s first real-time ray tracing benchmark for gamers. It shows you how well your PC handles ray
tracing effects in real-time, a taste of what to expect from games in 2019. Use Port Royal to benchmark graphics cards that
support Microsoft DirectX Raytracing. Compare Port Royal benchmark scores to see how overclocking affects ray tracing
performance. Find your PC's performance limits with custom benchmark settings and detailed hardware monitoring charts.

3DMark Port Royal was developed with input from AMD, Intel, NVIDIA, and other leading technology companies. We worked
especially closely with Microsoft to create a first-class implementation of the DirectX Raytracing API.

Port Royal Stress Test

Check the reliability and stability of your system after buying or building a new PC, upgrading your graphics card or
overclocking your GPU. Stress testing can also identify faulty hardware and a need for better cooling.
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NVIDIA DLSS feature test

Deep Learning Super Sampling (DLSS) is an NVIDIA RTX technology that uses the power of deep learning and AI to improve
game performance while maintaining visual quality. This feature test helps you compare performance and image quality with

and without DLSS.
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That's interesting...a PC game, that prefers a controller.

Do I recommend this game to a PC gamer....Uhhmmm no.

I was playing this on a 60% keyboard and it was hideous!. Personally, I liked this game, but the play experience never evolves
and neither does the strategy. Very basic game with a text driven story to fill space and to satisfy the parallels with the industrial
revolution and WW1.. I disliked this game (I wish I could get a refund) because it lags so much so that I can't even play it or
even quit out without using force quit. It could be my computer and that is probubly (<-I don't know how to spell this word)
what it is. It shows how everyone ♥♥♥♥s up everyone else.

10/10 stuff.. The last of the original Rainbow Six series. Not as fun as Rogue Spear, but way better than it's successors.
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So this recomendation comes with a caveat. The recomendation is for those who like Tower Defense games, as the difficulty
seems to not be optimized and some levels are really tough, not due to the enemies, but more due to the restriction on where you
can put towers, and the path of the creeps. You will fly through 3 or 4 levels with three stars, and then hit a map that will have
you stuck for a while until you find that sweet spot of tower types and locations.

You will be "farming" earlier levels very early in the game to get enough gems to buy the tower upgrades required to beat later
levels.

All in all there are only 6 towers overall, 4 base towers, and 2 of those able to split into a specialised tower type (similar to a lot
of TD games these days). There also seems to be only around 15 or so enemy types, and these are really just AoE groups,
unarmoured and armoured. There is no other considerations in terms of resistances to worry about.

If you would like a game that has realistic achievements, and will give you a sense of progression, but isn't as "hard core" as
some TD games and their achievements, then you might find this enjoyable.

All in all, I got this game for $1.80 during the recent sales and it gave me multiple hours of entertainment. I suggest waiting for
the sales to get this, as there are other TD games (such as Super Sanctum TD which goes on sale for $0.30) that have a lot more
meat to them for less cost.. Well, got this in a Humble Bundle, so I can't put a price on it, but I spent a few hours playing it, and
I find it rewarding and I liked that I could play it on my mobile as well (obviously not on Steam). Definately Good to pass the
time.. i like this dlc not bad ive got all them and i really like this game better then zoo tycoon 2. when ever I start the first level it
crashes

10/10. I really wanted to like this game, but the sad reality is that this game is way too buggy to be released for 2 dollars on
Steam. I know 2 dollars is pretty cheap, but keep in mind this game used to be FREE and Open Source. If the developers made
the game more stable, I would enjoy it. Also kinda feels lacking in comparison to other free and open source games like
Sauerbraten. It is not a BAD game but it is not a game that feels like a real product. It feels like a beta version of a game.
I am sorry developers, like I said, I had high hopes for this game as I never even played it when it was free due to it not working
right on one of my Linux rigs. Sad!. Game is dead and broken. If only refunds were a thing back when I bought this game.. its a
fantastic tower defence game 10/10. No longer works on windows 10. Small Radios Big Televisions is an interesting light puzzle
game(isn't a hard game but great to admire). Its colorful and interesting art style is one to check out having all the tapes change
with every magnet make each tape being explored more than one without it being boring. For the full price i wouldn't consider
buying but at 50% off or on a bundle(humblebundle monthly had this) is definately worth getting and experiencing. It a hard
game to describe, i would just say experience it whether it be watching a video of the game or playing it itself(would
recommend playing it). Had to refund the game after playing the tutorial and parts of the first mission. The timed objectives
were a real disappointment; I want to be able to build interesting and efficient railroad networks, not be worked towards a single
objective, constantly having to worry about completing side objectives before the main one times out and I miss out on
experience. Not being able to determine which directions the trains travel along my double track was kind of irritating as well
and the overall performance of the game was sub par. Especially laying track is tanking frames, making actually building the rail
a little bit of a nightmare as half the clicks aren't being registered by the engine.

As a transport and train enthusiast I had to find out - to my surprise - that this is not a game for me. All in all I expect more of a
game from a 22\u20ac purchase, even if it is in early access. An available sandbox mode maybe would have persuaded me to
not refund it, I am glad that it is at least shown as a planned feature.
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